Work smarter.
Work faster.
With Definitive Technology Group
and Zebra Technologies.

With your warehouse, fulfillment, and shipping operations facing rapidly increasing demand, literally every
second counts. There’s simply no time for inefficient workflows. To help your workforce keep up with every
challenge, one of the most impactful changes you can make is to put the technology where they need it, no
matter where their work takes them.
Mobile Workstation Carts from Definitive Technology Group (DTG) allow employees to easily move their
technology tools wherever they go. Rugged, dependable workstations are engineered to fit current equipment
and technology and easily adjust to future needs. Paired with the DTG advanced battery system and Zebra’s
innovative tablet computers and durable industrial printers, the DTG workstation eliminates unproductive
movement and brings a new level of performance, mobility, and efficiency to your operations.

DTG and Zebra put technology at workers’ fingertips.
• Puts technology right where workers need it
• Pairs with Zebra tablets and printers

• Offers a height-adjustable, ergonomically
designed work surface

• Eliminates unnecessary walk time between
workstations

• Includes hot-swappable battery system for
uninterrupted productivity

• Features durable, all-metal workstations

• 24/7 Availability

• Provides easy maneuverability with locking
swivel casters

• 100% Uptime
• 5 Year Warranty

Contact your DTG representative for a detailed product demo.
www.definitivetechnologygroup.com
978-532-0444
sales@definitivetg.com

Boost Productivity with Technology that Follows Workers Wherever They Go
When you combine Zebra Technologies’ rugged tablets and industrial printers with mobile workstation carts
from DTG, you give your warehouse, fulfillment, and shipping workers the ability to keep up with increasing
demand. They’ll move their technology tools wherever their work takes them, eliminating unnecessary steps
from their workflows. Scan, print, and apply labels at point of task. Conduct inventory in real time. Reduce the
time it takes to return products to inventory for new orders. Get more work done in less time than ever.

Zebra L10 Rugged Tablets

Zebra ZT400 Series Printers

A VERSATILE RUGGED TABLET PLATFORM
RUGGED TO THE CORE

RICH IN FEATURES AND CONNECTIVITY
OPTONS

The Zebra L10 rugged platform offers a variety
of configurations and a shared accessory ecosystem that sets a new standard in mobile workforce
computing. From a conventional slate tablet and a
tablet with a rigid-handle and built-in barcode reader
option, to a 2-in-1 laptop/tablet with a full-featured
keyboard, the Zebra L10 platform ensures your workers have the right computing tool for any job.

Constructed with an all-metal frame, Zebra’s ZT400
Series printers offer durability for warehouse and
manufacturing applications. A 4.3-inch full-color
touch display with intuitive interface makes them
easy to use and shows color-coded printer status
alerts to help avoid unexpected slowdowns. Available in three print resolutions and two print widths
for a broad array of applications.

Contact your Definitive Technology Group representative today to learn
more about DTG’s mobile workstation carts and Zebra technology solutions
for warehouse and fulfillment operations.
www.definitivetechnologygroup.com
978-532-0444
sales@definitivetg.com
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